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ENCLOSURE 1
NATIONAL AERONAUTICS AND SPACE ADMINISTRATION/

CAflADIAN SPACE AGENCY
ASTRONAUT CANDIDATE/MISSION SPECIALIST

STANDARDS 0F CONDUCT AGREEMENT

Pursuant ta the authority of the National Aeronautics and Space
Act of 1958, as amended, the National Aeronautics and Space
Administration (NASA) has agreed ta permit the undersigned, Dr.
Dafydd williams, an employee of CSA, to train as a foreign
Mission Specialist astronaut-candidate and as a fôreign Mission
Specialist after the successful completion of the basic training
candidacy period. Under the terris of the National 'Aeronautics
and Space Administration (NASA) and Canadian Space Agency (CSA)
mission SpecialiSt Training Agreement, as ariended, the CSA
Mission Specialist nay then be eligible for a Space Shuttie
f light assignment. As part of the overall consideration for this
training and any f light opportunity, NASA and the undersigned
agree ta the following terris and conditions:

1. AS long as tLhe undersigned is designated as a Mission
Specialist astronaut-candidate or a Mission Specialist, the
undersigned agrees ta refrain f rom any use of the position
of Mission Specialist astronaut-candidate or Mission
Specialist that is motivated, or has the appearance of being
motivated, by the desire for private gain for
herself/himself or other persans.

2. if the undersigned acquires information in the course of
performing mission Specialist astronaut-candidate or Mission
Specîalist duties that is not generally available ta those
outside NASA, the undersigned agrees not ta use this
information ta further a private interest or for the special
benefit of a business or other entity in which the
undersigned bas a financial or other interest.

3. The undersigned agrees ta limit the use and disclosure of
any marked or otherwise identified proprietary data ta those
purposes necessary for the performance of assigned tasks.
in addition, in recognition of the fact that data resulting
f rom the testing and operation of a payload may constitute
valuable data and invention rights, the undersigned agrees
ta maintain the resulting data under protective conditions,
limiting its use and disclosure solely ta the Performance of
assigned tasks.


